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Abstract— An evaluation of an advanced habitat system designed
to transport crews between the Earth and Mars has been conducted.
This new and innovative habitat concept is capable of placing crew
members in inactive, torpor states during transit phases of a deep
space mission. This substantially reduces the mass and size of the
habitat, which ultimately leads to significant reductions in the
overall architecture size. Additionally, numerous potential crew
health impacts have been identified that may reduce the effects of
common long-duration spaceflight challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Technology development for in-space habitats is often
focused on improving the power generation system
efficiency, lightweight structures, and environmental control
and life support systems (ECLSS). Assuming these advanced
technologies, estimates for Mars in-space habitats still range
from 25 to 50 t for crew sizes between 4 and 6 [1],[2]. With
these habitat masses, advanced propulsion (SEP, NTR, etc.)
and cryogenic transfer stages become mandatory architecture
elements just to make the end-to-end system remotely
feasible. We need affordable, game-changing technologies if
we are to truly contemplate the prospects of humans
pioneering to Mars and beyond.
SpaceWorks has proposed the development of an advanced
habitat system for transporting crews between the Earth and
deep space destinations. This new and innovative habitat
978-1-7821-2734-7/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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design is capable of cycling the crew through inactive, noncryonic torpor sleep states for the duration of the in-space
mission segments. While this idea of “suspended animation”
for interstellar human exploration has often been shown in
the realm of science fiction as the solution for long-duration
spaceflight, recent medical advancements in Therapeutic
Hypothermia (TH) have demonstrated our ability to induce
deep sleep states (i.e. torpor) with significantly reduced
metabolic rates for humans over extended periods of time
with moderate reductions in core body temperature [3]. With
currently foreseeable stasis periods of up to two weeks, this
new approach to spaceflight can offer numerous benefits to
the crew and mission [4]. Over time, it is reasonable to
assume this capability can be further extended to periods of
months to offer additional benefits.
The torpor habitat primarily consists of sleep chambers, or
pods, that crewmembers would enter for stasis shortly after
departure from Earth or after leaving their destination for
Earth-return. The current approach envisions these pods
using a combination of passive cooling systems, minimal
dosage suppressive drugs, and an adenosine A1AR agonist
pharmaceutical, to initiate and sustain the torpor state. As a
result of this process, crew metabolic rates are subsequently
and significantly reduced relative to standard basal metabolic
rate (BMR), minimizing the oxygen demand and nutrient
requirements. The body’s core temperature need only be
reduced to 89o to 93oF to enable this process. In stasis, body
hydration and nutritional needs are then provided enterally
via all-liquid solutions.
The baseline crew operations approach is referred to as a
“sentry protocol”. This protocol puts each crew member in a
rotation sequence of being active for a brief period of a few
days followed by a 10-14 days of an inactive, torpor phase.
This approach is considered very realistic and achievable
based on current medical capabilities and emerging practices.
At any time during transit, scheduling permits there to be at
least one alert and active crew member on the mission with
one other crew member either undergoing a cooling phase to
enter torpor –or- a warming cycle to awaken. This schedule
is repeated throughout the duration of the transit phase and
has only minimal negative impact on the potential size of the
habitat and mass savings that could be achieved compared to
a full duration stasis period for the entire crew (e.g. 6 months
of torpor).

EngineeringIn order to safely send and return a crew from deep space, a
massive system-of-systems architecture is required that will
contain dozens of system elements, each with dozens of
systems and subsystems within each of these. Ensuring that
each architecture element is able to interface with the rest of
the system is a massive coordination problem. Additionally,
it is critical that each hardware piece (e.g. component,
subsystem, etc.) meets the required mass, power, and volume
budgets to make sure the combined system will work. Mass
growth in one area can significantly increase the size of other
elements due to the coupled nature of the systems.
Space EnvironmentTraveling in space away from the protective atmosphere and
magnetic field of the Earth exposes astronauts to both Solar
Particle Events (SPE) and Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR).
Left unprotected, this radiation exposure can damage the
central nervous system, skin, and body organs as well as
ultimately increase an astronaut’s risk of cancer in the long
term. SPEs originate from the sun and occur intermittently. It
is generally possible to receive notification of the event in
advance and place the crew in small shielded compartment.
GCR consists of a continuous, omnidirectional stream of very
high-energy particles that originated from outside our solar
system. For space travel, it is currently mass-prohibitive to
provide adequate shielding against GCR, so alternative
approaches and technologies must be used.

Figure 1. Torpor Inducing Habitat Concept Overview
With the mass savings achieved with torpor inducing transfer
habitats compared to current industry habitat designs, a host
of new options are available to enhance mission capability.
This includes ability to expand launch windows, reduce trip
times, reduce program costs (e.g. less hardware and
complexity), and/or improve crew safety (e.g. thicker
radiation shielding, greater redundancy). This can all be done
with almost no detrimental impact to the scientific value or
goals of the mission.

2. RATIONALE

Mission DurationRound-trip Mars missions tend to be on the order of 2.5-3
years, with the biggest variation being in how long the surface
stay/residence time is for the crew. All hardware systems and
machines will need to be redundant and able to operate for
the duration of the mission as only minimal spare parts and
repairs will be possible. Consequently, more systems
onboard result in more spare parts and redundant systems that
must be carried. While additive manufacturing capabilities
will surely offer some solutions for sparing, it is not a
panacea. These required levels of redundancy and spare parts
increase the total system mass.

Enabling the human exploration of Mars is arguably one of
the most challenging problems whose achievement would
represent one of the greatest feats in human history. The
challenges are extremely diverse and range from engineering,
to affordability, sustainability, and human factors.
Committing to such an endeavor will surely test our
commitment and resolve to be a space faring species.
However, success can ensure our long-term survival as a
species against such threats as planetary-scale extinction
events and ecological crisis.
The engineering analysis results conducted by SpaceWorks
under a 2013 Phase I study indicated the potential for
substantial habitat mass reductions as well as significant
architecture improvements [4]. In the cumulative experiences
of the authors, no other single technology has been found to
have such a significant impact on a system element and
across a Mars exploration architecture as those achieved
through the torpor concept. Based on the potential of this
concept, further evaluation was certainly warranted. The
innovative adaptation of TH to spaceflight is an opportunity
to realize a game changing technology.

Affordability and SustainabilityA good first-order indicator of exploration mission costs,
assuming similar technology levels, is the system’s Initial
Mass in Low Earth Orbit (IMLEO). The IMLEO for the crew
stage of a typical Mars mission is often 300-500 tonnes (on
par with the ISS), compared to ~120 tonnes for the Apolloera lunar missions. Any approaches that can reduce the
IMLEO are likely to have significant costs savings associated
with them, assuming the technology development costs
required to achieve the savings are not substantial.

A brief description of a few key exploration challenges that
torpor can address will be provided next. The objective here
is to emphasize the multifaceted nature (and magnitude) of
this problem and not necessarily provide an exhaustive list of
every challenge and solution.

Not only is IMLEO an indicator of the amount of mission
hardware needed, but it indicates the Earth-to-orbit (ETO)
payload lift capability needed to place all these elements and
propellants into orbit. Even with a vehicle like NASA’s SLS,
a Mars-class mission would require half a dozen or more
launches in just a few months’ time for a single mission.
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Given that the current SLS launch manifest envisions
approximately 1-launch per year, this will put major demands
on the operations infrastructure.

ischemic injury to tissue following a period of insufficient
blood flow. Since 2003 TH has become a staple of Critical
Care for newborn infants suffering from fetal hypoxia and for
adults suffering from head trauma, neurological injuries,
stroke, and cardiac arrest. Benefits of hypothermic therapy
have been well documented, and it is relatively inexpensive
to implement and use. Standard protocols for administration
exist in most major medical centers throughout the world [5].

The affordability and more importantly, sustainability, of the
architecture approach must be factored into the solution. If
we are to accomplish more than a “flags and footprints”
mission with lasting consequences, we need to consider
technologically innovative solutions that will have a longterm impact on the program.

Large medical teams are generally required to provide care
and treatment for the types of traumatic injuries that
necessitate the use of TH in hospitals today. However, a
single medical professional can perform the application and
monitoring of the TH treatment component, as is currently
demonstrated and practiced by Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs) and first responders [6]. Thus, it is not
unreasonable to assume that over the next decade or two, a
healthy Mars-bound crew in torpor could be monitored by a
single active crew member assisted by advanced robotic/AI
systems and/or be capable of self-inducement of the state via
automated assistance.

Human FactorsThe introduction of the human crew to the architecture,
compared to robotic exploration, has major consequences to
the mission design. Time becomes of the essence as the
human body is not naturally adapted and designed for
survival in the space environment.
On the medical side, there are challenges with simply
providing treatment (e.g. open surgery) and having the
necessary equipment and expertise on hand. To date, there
has never been surgery conducted in space. Communications
with the crew can also take anywhere from 4 to 24 minutes,
depending on the position of the planets. In an emergency
situation, almost any delay puts the crew in a position of
having to make decisions with minimal or no input from
remote support staff such as program managers, engineers,
and medical teams.

While TH is a proven treatment for traumatic injuries, it has
not been applied in non-critical care settings due to a current
lack of medical need or purpose. The opportunity exists to
use TH in this capacity to enable and enhance our human
spaceflight capability. With this concept, we have the
potential to simultaneously solve multiple exploration
challenges.

Physiologically, the human body experiences a number of
detrimental effects in space. Due to the microgravity
environment, significant bone demineralization and muscle
atrophy occurs over time. These can seriously impact the
performance and health of the astronauts. Additionally, the
extended exposure to high-levels of radiation can have nearterm as well as permanent, long term mortality rate impacts.
Other complications such as increased intracranial pressure
(ICP), spinal elongation, and altered immune systems are also
compounded with mission duration.

As with any new concept or technology, there are potential
risks or complications involved due to the lack of data and/or
knowledge. Refinement of the implementation approach has
continued in an attempt to mitigate any known or likely
medical risks and challenges. This has resulted in multiple
revisions to the initial torpor approach that was postulated
during the Phase I study effort.

4. THERAPEUTIC HYPOTHERMIA

Psychologically, the 2+ year mission duration is difficult both
socially and emotionally for the crew members. At typical
crew sizes of only 4-8 members, interpersonal conflicts are
likely to amplify as the mission progresses. Data recorded by
astronauts on the International Space Station (ISS) for
missions of only 1-year in duration have shown a significant
increase in recorded conflicts during the latter half of the
mission. Results from the 2010-2011 Russian-ESA-Chinese
Mars500 experiment with a 6-member “crew” held in
isolation for 520-days also indicated interrupted sleeping
patterns, depression, lethargy, and even willful isolationism.

Therapeutic hypothermia (TH), or the recently termed
targeted temperature management (TTM), is a medical
treatment that lowers and maintains a specific core body
temperature in critically injured people in an effort to
improve health outcomes. While the concept of hypothermia
in medical applications has been theorized since the Greek
physician Hippocrates, in-depth scientific research into its
effectiveness and utilization started in the 1950s [8]. From
this time, through the 1980s, multiple studies indicated the
ability of mild hypothermia to assist in reducing blood loss
during surgery, as well as its ability to act as a general
neuroprotectant from incidents that resulted in reduced blood
flow to the brain [9]. These animal studies were supported by
two large human studies (conducted in Europe and Australia),
that were published in the February 2002 issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine demonstrating the positive
effects of mild hypothermia utilized following cardiac arrest
[10],[11]. Since these landmark study findings hundreds of

3. A MEDICAL SOLUTION
A torpor-like state can be achieved by inducing mild
hypothermia, a clinical practice known as Therapeutic
Hypothermia (TH). TH is a medical treatment that lowers a
patient's body temperature in order to help reduce the risk of
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additional studies have been performed, resulting in the
routine employment of TH/TTM in every major medical
center throughout the world for multiple medical
applications.

performed at a near-normal temperature of 36 degrees
Celsius compared to 33 degrees.
When addressing Neonatal Encephalopathy, the primary
source of brain cell injury appears to be due to programmed
apoptosis (automated cell death) caused by low oxygen
supply. To be more specific, cell death is not directly caused
by decreased oxygen levels, but is initiated indirectly by
activating a cascade of intracellular events. The primary use
of oxygen by cells is to create ATP. Cells use ATP to perform
numerous functions, but its primary use is to fuel the import
and export of ions to regulate intracellular ion levels. Thus,
oxygen deprivation itself does not precipitate cell death, but
the loss of intracellular homeostasis triggers the cell to initiate
its own death as the cell cannot make the ATP it needs to
regulate ion concentrations [21].

Current TH/TTM protocols call for whole body or selective
head cooling to 32–34 degrees Celsius, beginning within six
hours of injury and continued for up to 72 hours [15]. A
duration of 72 hours had been established as the maximum
treatment period as no clinical benefit has been established at
this time for continuing treatment beyond this period in large
clinical trials [12]. However, several studies have been
conducted that have noted a benefit of hypothermia when
utilized for longer durations. Three independent studies were
conducted in China between 2000 and 2009 [16] - [18]. In
these studies patients were treated with mild hypothermia (31
to 34 degrees Celsius) ranging from a total of 2 to 14 days.
These studies showed that compared with short-term mild
hypothermia, long-term mild hypothermia significantly
improved the outcome of severe traumatic brain injured
(TBI) patients with cerebral contusion and intracranial
hypertension without significant complications. Their data
also suggested 5 days of cooling was more efficacious than 2
days of cooling when mild hypothermia was used to control
refractory intracranial hypertension in patients with severe
TBI [17]. In another joint study conducted in Europe, patients
were grouped according to hypothermia initiation (early:
days 1–2 and late: days 4–5 after admission) and hypothermia
duration (short: 4–8 days and long: 9–15 days) [19]. This
study noted a significant benefit of both hypothermia
initiation and duration on the outcomes of patients with
traumatic brain injury and increased intracranial pressure.
Studies such as these listed above support the need for further
research on the maximum duration and benefit of TH in the
future.

Research further shows that even a small drop in temperature
encourages cell membrane stability during periods of oxygen
deprivation. As a result, a decrease in cellular temperature
makes the cell membrane less permeable, which in turn
blocks the influx of unwanted ions during periods of low
oxygen supply. By making the cell membrane more
impermeable, hypothermia helps prevent the above noted
apoptosis that is initiated by oxygen deprivation. This
protective strengthening of cellular membranes is noted even
with minimal decreases in body temperature [21].
TH may also prevent cellular damage by reducing
reperfusion injury. Reperfusion injury is damage that is
caused by the oxidative stress that occurs when the blood
supply is restored to tissue after a period of ischemia. The
primary mechanism of reperfusion injury is a series of
inflammatory immune responses that affect cells that have
been deprived of oxygen. In humans, the primary effect of
these inflammatory responses is a marked increase in
intracranial pressure and the introduction of free radicals,
both of which lead to the injury and death of otherwise
healthy tissue. Research shows that hypothermia is effective
at reducing intracranial pressure, and therefore able to
minimize this harmful effect [14]. The oxidation that results
during tissue reperfusion also increases free radical
production. During normal aerobic/anaerobic cellular
activity, oxygen in the body is split into single atoms with
unpaired electrons. As electrons like to be in pairs, these
atoms, called free radicals, scavenge the body to seek out
other electrons to pair with. This pairing causes damage to
cellular structures, proteins and even DNA. Hypothermia has
been shown to directly reduce free radical production,
indicating another mechanism of action for hypothermia's
therapeutic effect [23],[24].

Hypothermia
There are several ways that the cooling associated with TH
results in therapeutic benefit. These range from decreases in
cellular metabolic activity, the prevention of cellular death
(apoptosis), the stabilization of cellular structures under
stress, and protection from oxidative stress. At this time it is
uncertain whether any of these effects are the primary factor
behind TH’s clinical benefits or if it is derived from all of the
above noted physiological changes working in concert.
Early researchers theorized hypothermia’s effectiveness as a
neuroprotectant was due to the lower cellular metabolic rate
that resulted from decreasing body temperature. Research
shows that cellular metabolism slows by 5–7% for every one
degree Celsius drop in body temperature [20]. This data
supports the hypothesis that hypothermia prevents cellular
damage by simply decreasing a cell’s need for oxygen [21].
As a result, early studies primarily focused on the use of
extreme hypothermia treatments in an attempt to directly
correlate protective effects to the extent of temperature
decline [22]. However, recent research suggests that there is
equal benefit during cardiac arrest when cooling was

Methods of Cooling
There are a number of methods to induce hypothermia, with
study data showing that there is no one method that is safer
or more effective than the other [13],[25]. No matter which
method is employed, the same basic steps are performed.
Core body temperature is measured (either directly via the
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esophagus, bladder, rectum, tunneled catheter, or wirelessly
via an ingestible capsule) to monitor cooling rates and steady
state cooling levels [13]. Prior to initiating TH,
pharmacological agents (commonly used medications
include buspirone, meperidine, dexmedetomidine, fentanyl,
and propofol) are administered to both suppress the shivering
response and help the patient tolerate the cooling process
[26]. Patients are cooled at a rate of 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius
per hour and maintained at a target temperature of 32 to 36
degrees Celsius for 24 to 72 hours. In current hospital settings
the rewarming process occurs slowly (at a rate of 0.5 degrees
Celsius per hour) to avoid spikes in blood pressure and
electrolyte shifts in the blood that are not well tolerated in
critically ill patients [25].

There has been some recent initial research into other
methods of hypothermia induction. The Future Technology
Advisory Panel, under the European Space Agency’s
Directorate of Technical and Quality Management, has
investigated other methods of hibernation induction,
including both pharmacological and direct manipulation of
the hypothalamus (research data pending). In addition, since
2010 numerous researchers, including Dr. Kelly Drew from
the University of Alaska Fairbanks, have been conducting
experiments with A1 adenosine receptor agonists to initiate
hibernation in arctic ground squirrels and other members of
the rodent family [7],[33],[34].

5. TORPOR IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

Cooling catheters are closed loop intravenous lines that are
inserted into the femoral or subclavian vein. Cooled saline
solution is then circulated through the closed loop portion
(commonly composed of either a metal coated tube or
balloon) which uses convection cooling to lower the
temperature of a patient’s blood. While the most invasive of
the cooling techniques, multiple studies show that this
method is both safe and effective, and allows for the tightest
level of control over steady state temperature as well as
cooling and rewarming rates [27],[28]. However, unlike other
non-invasive methods of cooling, the insertion of cooling
catheters must be performed by a physician familiar with the
procedure.

SpaceWorks proposes to leverage the well-studied
application of therapeutic hypothermia (TH) to place longduration spaceflight crews in an inactive, low-metabolic
torpor state. Torpor would be initiated during the mission
transit phases (e.g. after leaving Low Earth Orbit or a Lunar
pre-stage orbit through arrival at Mars, and vice versa). This
approach could simultaneously solve a myriad of medical and
engineering challenges associated with human spaceflight,
which would potentially make this capability the key
enabling technology that will ultimately permit human
exploration to Mars and beyond.
Current research supports the safe and effective use of TH for
up to 15 days [16]-[19]. While the potential exists for even
longer torpor durations, current study proven limits allow for
the capability to place the crew in rotating and repeating
torpor cycles lasting 14 days, referred to as a sentinel
protocol. For a four-member crew, three crew members
would be placed in a torpor state with the assistance of the
fourth crew member. Through the duration of the 14-day
cycle, alternating crew members would be woken approx.
every 14 days with the assistance of the current sentinel crew
member, and then assisted in the initiation of their own twoweek torpor phase after a 2-3 day period of non-torpor
activity.

Nasopharyngeal evaporative cooling is a method of initiating
TH that utilizes a cannula, placed into the patient’s nasal or
oral cavity, to deliver a cooling gas. This gas usually consists
of either dehumidified air plus nitric oxide gas or an inert
perfluorocarbon coolant mixed with oxygen [29]. These
gases pass directly underneath the brain and base of the skull,
causing evaporative cooling of the blood passing through the
cooling area, reducing core body temperature. This method is
currently employed by emergency responders to easily and
rapidly reduce a person's temperature while targeting the
brain as the first area of cooling. Research has shown that this
method of cooling is both simple to employ and results in
very high cooling rates (average of 2.6 degrees Celsius)
[30],[31].

The ultimate result of the sentinel protocol is that it allows for
one member of the mission crew to be fully awake and active
at all times, which provides multiple mission benefits. First,
it allows for preventative and corrective maintenance of
equipment and daily communication with mission control
during the outbound and return phases of the mission.
Second, it provides an onboard assistant to the medical team
to assist with the monitoring and wakening of the other crew
members thereby minimizing some of the dependency on
automation systems. Finally, it allows for the capability of
immediate corrective action during equipment malfunction or
during a habitat or medical emergency. The main systems
necessary to initiate, maintain, and recover from torpor are
discussed in detail next.

Cooling blankets also employ convection cooling, but with
this method cold water is circulated through a blanket or torso
vest and pelvic girdle. To use this method, approximately
70% of a person’s surface area should be exposed to the
cooling surface. This method is the most commonly
employed and the best studied means of controlling body
temperature for TH. However, this method does possess
several undesirable qualities. Cooling blankets are
susceptible to leaking, which may represent an electrical
hazard. In addition, The Food and Drug Administration has
reported several cases of external cooling blankets causing
significant burns to the skin. Other problems with this form
of cooling include temperature overshoot (in up to 20%
incidence) and increased induction time versus other methods
[32].

The baseline approach is to use the combination of an
adenosine receptor agonist pharmaceuticals and cooling via
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convection with the ambient air. An alternative to this
approach involves active cooling combined with sedatives.

saline or heparin lock similar to PIC line maintenance
between uses [41]. Port access sites have lower fluid flow
rates then PIC lines, but significantly reduced risk of failure,
blood clot formation, and local infection [39].

Cooling Approach
Ambient air cooling would be utilized during induction as
needed to establish and/or maintain the target temperature
profile for the torpor crew. Decreasing the ambient
temperature of the habitat by simply radiating out more
energy and increasing body surface area exposure, permits
cooling to be achieved through direct convection from the
skin to the surrounding air. Alternately, cooling could be
limited to glabrous skin surfaces (namely the hands and feet),
which account for 80% of human ambient heat loss [37]. This
method would be similar to the cooling blanket and vest
devices currently used by hospitals for targeted temperature
management, which continues to be the most commonly
employed and the most well studied means of controlling
body temperature. This cooling method would alleviate
potential complications associated with an active cooling
system approach, decreasing overall support system mass and
volume requirements (as well as crew interfaces/contacts).

Nutritional Approach
There are two approaches for providing nutritional support
during torpor cycles: Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN), and
enteral feeding via temporary nasogastric (NG) / orogastric
(OG) feeding line or Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy
(PEG) tube. Both of these methods rely on prepared solutions
consisting of water and all the necessary nutrients,
microelements and electrolytes necessary for healthy
physiologic
function.
Both
preparations
contain
approximately the same nutritional value (0.5 to 2 kcal/ml),
so food stores for either method would occupy the same
amount of habitat space [42]. Additionally, each have the
same storage capabilities (2 years extended shelf life for
unopened containers stored at room temperature) [42].
However, the actual method of nutritional delivery and the
necessary support equipment involved with each nutritional
method are markedly different.

Intravenous (IV) Access
SpaceWorks supports the use of enteral feeding via NG/OG
tube or PEG tube during torpor cycles, with a PEG tube as
the baseline approach. First, it is now well documented that
enteral feeding is the preferable nutritional route in long-term
nutritional supplementation as it is less prone to
complications and more closely maintains normal
physiologic function [44],[45]. Second, as previously noted,
the initial placement of NG/OG or PEG tubes and the
subsequent maintenance and replacement of enteral feeding
equipment is significantly easier than parenteral (TPN based
systems), requiring only minimal training. Third, the
transition from normal oral nutritional intake to enteral
feeding is a simple and seamless process, while the transition
from IV to oral nutrition requires a systematic, step by step
approach [46]. Utilizing an enteral feeding system could
allow the active (sentinel) crew members to resume normal
meals and hydration between torpor cycles, as well as during
prolonged surface or orbital crew missions.

Whether utilizing torpor or not, safe and stable long-term IV
access may be essential for both crew monitoring and
healthcare during prolonged missions. First, long-term
intravenous access allows for the simple collection and
processing of laboratory testing to evaluate system
electrolytes, basic body chemistry, red and white blood cell
levels, and the presence and identification of any systemic
body infection. Second, intravenous access allows for the
administering of both IV fluids (the first and most common
treatment during serious illness and trauma related injuries)
and higher potency and more efficient medications. Finally,
nutritional support can be provided through an IV to crew
members that are in any state that does not allow for normal
oral intake. While temporary IV placement can be useful,
these access sites can be hard to place in a high stress
environment and are only viable for a short period of time (a
maximum of 72 hours) [38].
SpaceWorks proposes the use of an alternate form of longterm IV access, port catheters. Port catheters are small
medical appliances that are surgically installed beneath the
skin, usually in the upper chest just below the clavicle or
collar bone. A catheter then connects the port to an
underlying vein. Sitting directly under the skin, the port
provides direct venous access via a septum through which
medications and IV fluids can be administered and blood
samples can be drawn. In medical settings, ports are
commonly used to treat hematology and oncology patients,
and are intended for long-term, outpatient use [40]. Once in
place, these devices require no special maintenance or care,
and usually do not limit any physical activities, including
weightlifting and swimming. Ports can remain in place as
long as required; however if used infrequently they it may be
necessary to access the port, flush it with saline, and inject a

The total caloric needs for crewmembers in torpor will be
approximately 25-35 kcal/kg/day, with a protein component
of 1.2 – 2.0 gm/kg/day. No more than 20% of the calories will
come from lipid emulsions, with fish oil fat emulsion like
Omegaven® instead of egg-based formulas utilized as they
help prevent/reverse liver disease and cholestasis [43].
Micronutrients would be adjusted as needed based on the type
of solution utilized.

6. PROPOSED INDUCTION PROTOCOL
The current SpaceWorks proposal for torpor induction and
maintenance is outlined below in Figure 2, and is divided into
five stages: Pre-Flight, Preparation, Initiation, Maintenance,
and Reversal.
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The current protocol assumes utilization of new adenosine
receptor agonist compounds with minimal sedation combined
with ambient air cooling (vs active cooling). Long-term IV
access would be provided through a pre-placed Port catheter.
Nutrition would be provided through enteral feeding via a
preplaced PEG tube during torpor cycles, with an option for
normal oral hydration and nutrition while active. Waste
collection during torpor would be accomplished through
Foley catheter and fecal waste collection systems.

Approximately 12 weeks prior to the flight, a central venous
catheter, 9 Fr single lumen silicone catheter with Titanium
portal (Porta Cath®) will be inserted in the left subclavian
vein for right handed subjects and in the right subclavian vein
for left handed subjects.
A Percutaneous Endoscopic Gastrostomy (PEG) tube will
also be surgical placed via a combined laparoscopic and
endoscopic approach. This will allow adequate time for
surgical recovery and to identify postsurgical complications.
Procedures on the safe access, discontinuation, flushing, and
maintenance of these portals must be practiced and mastered.
Stage 2: Crew Preparation
Beginning approximately one (1) week before torpor
induction (and likely post-Earth departure):
Crew members will apply Mupirocin 2% ointment to each
nostril twice a day for 7 days prior to induction of torpor.
Three days prior to induction, the skin will be cleaned with
chlorhexidine gluconate (CHG) alcohol wipes, twice a day,
paying attention to axillae, groin, and rectal regions. Most
nosocomial infections in prolonged bedridden patients are
from the patients’ own endogenous flora found in the skin,
mucus membrane, respiratory tract, and gastrointestinal tract.
Reducing the surface bacterial flora appears to mitigate the
risk of local and post-site skin infection [48],[49]. Once
torpor cycling has been initiated, this procedure will be
repeated daily during any active, non-torpor periods for the
crew members until the last torpor cycle.

Figure 2. Overview of Key Torpor Induction Steps
A description of the activities associated with and required
for each stage of the process are provided next.
Stage 1: Pre-Flight
Beginning approximately six (6) months before the crew
mission is launched, the crew will undergo training and
master procedures for catheterization of the bladder,
application and removal of fecal collection systems and
competency in venous access, including access and
maintenance of Porta Cath®. Crew members will also
become familiar with the inspection, maintenance, and use of
the PEG tube and alternate NG/OG tubes.

Two days prior to torpor crew members will start a clear
liquid diet. Twelve hours prior to torpor astronauts should
take bisacodyl tablets (stool softener). They will continue to
consume oral liquids until two hours prior to the induction of
torpor. As bowel movements, passage of flatus, and
defecation are decreased under moderate sedation and
hypothermia, this will transition waste to a more mobile form
that is conducive to the proposed waste collection systems.

Basic interpretation of altered vital signs including level of
consciousness, heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate,
urine output, and end-tidal carbon dioxide output must be
learned to assist with medical staff evaluation of torpor
induced crew members. Finally, the crew must familiarize
themselves with the operation and maintenance of basic life
support monitoring systems (e.g. EKG, pulse oximeter,
automatic blood pressure device, and end-tidal carbon
dioxide capnography) as well as torpor specific systems (e.g.
gas delivery, nutritional support).

One day prior to torpor induction the crew, in conjunction
with mission control support teams, shall perform operational
tests on all torpor-based electronics and mechanical
equipment systems.
Prior to induction of torpor, the crew shall access the Porta
Cath and initiate maintenance infusion of Lactated Ringers
40 ml/hr. The PEG tube line will be flushed with 100-200 ml
of sterile water or saline to ensure patency.

Crew members will undergo short duration (24-48 hour)
cycles of torpor. This will allow the crew to experience and
prepare for the physical and psychological effects associated
with the torpor initiation and waking process. Crew members
can also assist the medical team in torpor initiation and
recovery steps, increasing their knowledge and application of
induction protocols to allow them to assist with mission
torpor cycles. Finally, exposing each crewmember to short
torpor cycles will help identify which members of the crew
best tolerate the temperature and pharmacological aspects of
torpor.

Stage 3: Initiation
Crew members will maximize skin exposure to facilitate heat
transfer from the body. If glabrous skin surface cooling is
utilized, then hand and feet heat-exchange garments will be
donned. If heat exchange through ambient cooling is utilized,
then crew torpor habitat cooling will be commenced at this
time and cabin temperature reduced to <10 degrees Celsius.
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At this time fecal collection system placement is required if
enteral feeding is selected, and OG/NG tube placement would
be required if a PEG tube is not utilized. Urination continues
whether TPN or enteral feeding is utilized. Foley collection
systems therefore must be placed as the drainage of the
bladder is necessary to maintain renal function and measure
the adequacy of tissue perfusion. The bladder temperature
obtained through Foley catheter will also provide a measure
of core body temperature.

will be started and continued for the duration of hypothermic
torpor. Broad spectrum antibiotic ointment should be instilled
in both eyes, with lids closed. The inside of the mouth and
gum lines should be periodically swiped with chlorhexidine
gel swabs. Porta Cath access should also be inspected and
cleaned with Betadine swabs. Both urethral orifice and
catheter surfaces should be inspected for signs of infection or
biofilm formation. If necessary, the Foley catheter should be
replaced with a sterile new catheter.

Moderate sedation will be induced and maintained for the
duration of the torpor using a balanced anesthetic technique.
A combination of intravenous medication will be used to
achieve hypnosis, analgesia, and depression of the nervous
system to suppress the shivering response and help the crew
tolerate the cooling process until core body temperature is
reduced past the “shivering threshold” (approximately 35 °C/
95 °F) [35]. The objective is to provide analgesia, amnesia,
and abolish spontaneous movements. At the same time the
crewmembers should be able to maintain a patent airway,
adequate minute ventilation, and satisfactory hemodynamic
parameters.

Systemic intravenous anticoagulation will be started and
continued for the duration of the hypothermic torpor. Periodic
line flushes are preferred medications for preventing blood
clot formation.
Each crew member in torpor should be monitored daily for
signs of infection, development of deep venous thrombosis,
or formation of pressure ulcers. Exams should be performed
in a systematic fashion from head to toe, looking for injury or
infection of any kind. Many of these activities can occur via
automated systems with robotic manipulators. Periodic crew
member inspections will be video recorded and sent to
mission control based medical teams for further review and
care recommendations.

Ambient cooling of the torpor habitat would be continued,
resulting in hypothermia through direct conduction and
convection from the skin to the surrounding air. Alternately,
cooling could be limited to glabrous skin surfaces (namely
the hands and feet). Core temperature would be regulated by
either further cooling the ambient environment, or through
active warming by convection air or through a heating pad or
blanket (commonly used in operating rooms to prevent
hypothermia during surgical cases) [36].

Stage 5: Torpor Reversal
The ambient temperature in the torpor pod will be increased,
allowing passive rewarming to occur until core temperature
has reached 36°C, at which point the infusion of adenosine
agonists will be stopped. Once the core body temperature has
reached 36°C, the infusion of sedatives will be stopped (if
utilized) and the crewmember will gradually wake up.

Adenosine Receptor Agonists for torpor induction would be
initiated through IV infusion through the Port-a-Cath per
research study verified weight-based calculations.
Stage 4: Torpor Maintenance

Crewmembers may start on an oral liquid diet and then
advance gradually to a normal solid diet. Once oral nutrient
intake is adequate the temporary NG/OG tube can be
removed (it utilized).

Continuous vital signs evaluation would be performed using
current NASA approved monitoring systems. The collection
and processing of laboratory testing to evaluate system
electrolytes, basic body chemistry, red and white blood cell
levels, and the presence and identification of any systemic
body infection can be conducted by programmable
automated systems or by sentinel crew member [47].
Laboratory-level testing, including urinalysis from Foley
catheter samples, would be conducted at scheduled intervals
and as per crew member vital signs or physical symptoms
dictate.

Crewmembers will gradually increase physical and mental
activities. Minor muscle weakness, joint stiffness, and
clouding of consciousness may need to be reversed through
increased physical and mental activities immediately after
wakening. Structured exercises to increase muscle strength
and tone, such as those already instituted on current NASA
missions, should be continued. Range of motion exercises
may need to be added to existing exercise regimes. Complete
elimination of sedatives and other pharmaceutical agents
from the body will occur naturally shortly after waking,
allowing for the return of normal wellbeing.

Enteral feeding via temporary NG/OG feeding line or PEG
tube would be initiated through low pressure pump
assistance. Prepared solutions consisting of water and all the
necessary nutrients, microelements and electrolytes
necessary for healthy physiologic function would be
administered in a single feeding nutrient solution.
To minimize the risk of infections, broad spectrum antibiotics
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risk associated with development. The ECLSS for the torpor
habitat uses a Water Processing System (WPS) to recycle
water, and the Atmosphere Revitalization System (ARS) and
Oxygen Generation System (OGS) to recycle oxygen.

7. ADVANCED HABITAT DESIGNS
Assumptions
The crew habitat is designed to support a nominal
complement of 4 during the transit phases of missions to
Mars and/or the Martian moons of Phobos and Deimos. The
habitat is sized for 1100 days of crewed duration, plus
additional uncrewed time at a lunar Distant Retrograde Orbit
(LDRO) for outfitting and checkout. The transit habitat will
be reused over several missions and is assumed to last for 15
years.

In the WPS, water is collected from the atmospheric humidity
(driven by passenger breathing and sweat) using the
Temperature and Humidity Control (THC) subsystem and
collected from passenger urine in the Urine Processor
Assembly; a vacuum distillation process is used to recover
water from urine. All water collected is sent to a Water
Processor for treatment.

The habitat is designed to fit within the 8.4 meter diameter
shroud for Space Launch System (SLS) which corresponds to
a 7.5 meter diameter usable envelope that limits the habitat
diameter to less than 7.5 meters when stowed. This diameter
maintains flexibility to use the 8.4 or 10 meter diameter SLS
shrouds.

In the ARS, the first step of the oxygen recovery process is to
remove the carbon dioxide from the cabin atmosphere using
a Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA). The ARS
also includes a Trace Contaminant Control Subsystem
(TCCS) to filter particulates and remove volatile organic
trace gases from the air.

The habitat structure is sized to provide sufficient load
bearing interfaces for integration with propulsion stages or
other elements above or below the habitat in the launchvehicle stack. A factor of safety of 2.0 on ultimate loads was
selected to comply with JSC 65828 "Structural Design
Requirements and Factors of Safety for Spaceflight
Hardware". The habitat provides 3 docking mechanisms with
hatches, which is driven by aggregation operations requiring
simultaneous docking with the Gateway habitat, logistics
delivery modules, and Orion crew vehicle.

Once collected the carbon dioxide is passed OPS, specifically
to the Carbon Dioxide Reduction Assembly (CReA) for
processing. The CReA uses a Sabatier reaction to convert
carbon dioxide and hydrogen into methane and water. The
water is sent on to the final step of this process, the Oxygen
Generation Assembly (OGA). The OGA uses electrolysis to
break the water into hydrogen and oxygen gas. The oxygen
is fed back into the cabin atmosphere, while the hydrogen is
sent back into the CReA to support the Sabatier reaction.

Micrometeoroid Orbital Debris (MMOD) protection is sized
to be sufficient for the 15-year lifetime in a deep space
environment. The transit habitat does not carry dedicated
GCR and SPE protection beyond that provided by the habitat
structure, internal subsystems, and consumables. Internal
layout of consumables is therefore driven by the desire to
maximize passive GCR and SPE protection.

The additional hydrogen required to maintain the CReA is
recovered from its methane exhaust. Excess oxygen in the
system, introduced from the food solids and recovered via the
OGA, is reacted with the methane exhaust to produce carbon
dioxide and water. The water is sent to the OGA for
electrolysis, while the carbon dioxide and remaining methane
are vented from the habitat. A small amount of hydrogen gas
is included in the system outfitting to initiate this process.

The habitat does not contain any power generation systems.
Instead, it receives power generation located on propulsive
element(s) of the combined transfer vehicle stack. The habitat
does include internal power management and distribution
systems and batteries to provide 72-hours of power in
emergency scenarios.

The required crew support systems and body interfaces for
torpor are identified in Figure 3. Torpor is utilized a
maximum duration of 14 days with this habitat design. The
crew schedule is set such that there is always at least one
active crew member. This yields active periods between
cycles of 2-3 days, depending on the total number of crew
members.

The habitat internal atmosphere is a 101.3 kPa (14.7 psia),
with 21% O2 nominal atmosphere. The habitat contains a
fully closed-loop water recycling and oxygen generation life
support systems, with a 30-day open-loop consumable
backup for water, oxygen generation, and carbon dioxide
removal. The habitat also carries logistics, spares, and
maintenance for the full crew during the entire 1100-day
mission duration.
The Environmental Control and Life Support System
(ECLSS) for the habitat is its most important subsystem.
Where possible, existing and near-term technologies used on
the ISS were selected in the design of this system to minimize
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structures, and MMOD protection masses to be reduced
relative to non-torpor habitat designs.
Port-A-Cath ®
Access site for sedation,
anticoagulants, and
A1Ar-Agonist to
suppress thermogenesis

PEG Tube
Provides enteral feeding,
hydration, and
antibiotics

NMES
Whole body electrical
stimulation to reduce
muscle atrophy

Oxygen Hood
Allows greater control of
O2 and CO2 concentrations
around nose and mouth

The reduced habitable volume can also be propagated into the
sizing of the ECLSS systems. With smaller ECLSS systems,
the power requirements of the habitat are reduced, thus
lowering the mass of the power distribution and thermal
management systems.

Sensors
12-lead ECG and other
sensors monitor heart
activity and other
biometrics

Summary metrics for the SpaceWorks torpor-enabled habitat
are shown in Table 1.

Waste Collection
Waste collection assembly
and drain lines

Table 1. 4-Crew SpaceWorks Torpor-Enabled Habitat
Summary Metrics

Temperature Control
Ambient air cooled to
<10°C

Metric
Empty Mass
Loaded Mass
Length
Diameter
Habitable Volume
Pressurized Volume
Power Required

Figure 3. Torpor Pod and Crew System Implementation
4-Crew Torpor-Enabled Habitat Design
The motivation for this design was to fully characterize the
impact of implementing torpor in a new habitat design,
primarily by taking advantage of the reduced consumables
and supplies storage volume, and to reduce the quantity of
equipment spares required based on lower ECLSS demands
during torpor period.

Value
12.5 t
25.5 t
6.5 m
6.0 m
50 m3
180 m3
15 kW

The 4-crew torpor-enabled habitat geometry is shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5. The lower level serves as the crew
living area and workspace. The upper level houses
consumables and spares, as well as crew torpor modules. Life
support subsystems are housed in the deck beneath the lower
level.

With torpor, the majority of the standard dehydrated space
food is replaced with dehydrated enteral nutrition formula.
The crew is provided with two weeks of solid food for each
period of transition into and out of torpor operations, or eight
weeks’ worth in total. The replacement of solid food with
nutrition formula yields significant reduction in total food
mass because of the mass-efficiency of the formula relative
to solid food. Compared to the reference habitat, the quantity
of housekeeping and other habitat consumables was also
reduced to capture the impact of reduced crew activity on
habitat outfitting requirements. This reduced food and
consumables mass translates to reduced consumables
volume.

The lower level is divided into five areas as shown in Figure
5. The top area contains storage for medical supplies and
habitat cleaning supplies. The upper left area is the command
station with interfaces and displays for the onboard computer
systems. The upper right area contains crew exercise
equipment and medical equipment. The lower left area
contains the shower and hygiene station. The lower right area
contains the toilet and storage for crew hygiene supplies. The
bottom area is the galley, which includes food rehydration
and warming stations, and a foldable table and chairs for
mealtimes.

Similarly, because the crew spends the majority of the transit
phase in torpor, scientific payloads and payload provisions
can be reduced or eliminated. The on-duty crewmembers will
spend the majority of their time tending to those
crewmembers in torpor and maintaining spacecraft
operations. Payload storage is still available for sample return
to Earth.
A habitat layout was conceived to take full advantage of the
reduced consumables and supplies volumes. It was decided
that, because only one crewmember is active for the majority
of the mission, the habitable volume per crewmember can be
reduced below 25 m3. This allows for a significant reduction
in overall habitat size. Subsystems, equipment, and
accommodations were packaged into this smaller volume.
This smaller geometry allows for the pressure vessel,
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The two levels are connected by a central hatch. Three of the
four docking hatches are located in the lower level along the
walls. The fourth docking hatch is location in the upper level
in the center of the ceiling.
Forward View

Aft View

Pass-through to Lower Level

Consumables Storage

Consumables Storage

Torpor Modules

Torpor Modules

Consumables Storage

Consumables Storage

Figure 4. 4-Crew Torpor Habitat Concept View

Medical Station

Top View

Forward View

Command Station Exercise Equipment

Toilet

Hatch

A full mass breakdown statement for the SpaceWorks torporenabled habitat is provided in Table 2.

Galley Hygiene Station

Table 2. 4-Crew Torpor-Enabled Habitat Mass
Statement

Storage

Storage

Exercise Equipment

Command Station

Hatch

Hatch

Toilet

Hygiene Station

Figure 6. 4-Crew Torpor Habitat Concept Upper Level

Aft View

Top View

Subsystem
Structures
Docking & Launch Support
MMOD Protection
Power Distribution
Electronics
Thermal Management
Environmental Control
Crew Habitation & Support
EVA Support
Maintenance & Repair
Payload Provisions
Empty Mass
Habitat Outfitting
Maintenance, Repair, & Spares
Payloads & Research
Habitation Consumables
Food Consumables
Outfitting & Consumables
Total

Galley

Figure 5. 4-Crew Torpor Habitat Concept Lower Level
The upper level, as shown in Figure 6, has four torpor
modules containing all of the torpor support subsystems, one
for each crewmember. The torpor modules are surrounded on
all sides by ISS-style cargo transfer bags (CTBs) containing
all of the life support system consumables: 60 days of food
and 1100 days of enteral nutrition; 30 days of emergency
water, oxygen, and lithium hydroxide canisters; and
contingency oxygen and nitrogen to re-pressurize the cabin
in case of depressurization. Equipment spares are also carried
in CTBs.
The radiation protection provided by the consumables allows
this area to also serve as a storm shelter during SPEs. Crew
total GCR exposure is also significantly reduced relative to
an active crew due to spending the majority of the mission in
torpor within this protected area. Shielding the entire habitat
in this manner would be mass prohibitive.

Mass (kg)
4,101
1,040
474
923
450
1,459
896
1,650
1,134
393
12,522
3,872
2,386
3,114
3,660
13,033
25,555

Comparisons of the 4-crew torpor mass to similar non-torpor
NASA reference habitat designs, as seen in Table 19, shows
the significant mass savings potential of the technology and
capability [2]. Additional specifications for the habitat, such
as power required and physical size, also indicate significant
impact on the overall design.
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Table 3. Comparison of Torpor and Non-Torpor Habitat
Options
Metric
Empty Mass
Loaded Mass
Length
Diameter
Habitable Volume
Pressurized Volume
Power Required

SpaceWorks
Torpor
Habitat
12.5 t
25.5 t
6.5 m
6.0 m
50 m3
180 m3
15 kW

Table 4. 8-Crew SpaceWorks Torpor-Enabled Habitat
Summary Metrics

NASA EMC
Non-Torpor
Habitat
21.0 t
45.5 t
7.5 m
7.2 m
100 m3
300 m3
20 kW

Metric
Empty Mass
Loaded Mass
Length
Diameter
Habitable Volume
Pressurized Volume
Power Required

Value
19.5 t
42.3 t
8.75 m
7.25 m
100 m3
360 m3
30 kW

As anticipated, there is a design efficiency in that doubling
the crew size does not double the habitat mass. The diameter
of the habitat is still below the target limit established for
incorporation within the smaller 8.4 meter diameter SLS
payload fairing.

Eight-Crew Torpor Habitat Design
For a crewed surface mission to Mars, a larger crew
complement is desired compared to precursor Mars-vicinity
missions. This design leverages the design elements of the 4crew torpor-enabled design, with necessary changes made in
habitable volume, subsystems design, and consumables
quantity to support the increased crew size. The motivation
for this design study was to create an alternate torpor-enabled
habitat design to support a crew of 8 rather than enabling a
crew of 8 via 2 identical habitats.

The mid-level deck is divided into three areas. The first area
is the galley, which includes food rehydration and warming
stations, and a foldable table and chairs for mealtimes. The
second area contains crew exercise equipment and medical
equipment. The third area is the command station with
interfaces and displays for the onboard computer systems.
The lower level contains two hygiene stations, two toilets,
and storage for housekeeping supplies. It also contains the
majority of the habitat life support systems.

In this concept of operations, there will be two crew members
on duty at all times, with the remainder of the crew being in
torpor. It would be possible to alter the 4-crew member
schedule such that there is still only 1 active crew member at
any time, leaving 7 in the torpor state. However, while this
would increase the overall effectiveness of torpor (higher
inactive/active ratio), it would also increase the workload and
burden on the active crew member.

The upper level has four torpor modules containing all of the
torpor support subsystems, one for each crewmember. The
torpor modules are surrounded on all sides by ISS-style cargo
transfer bags (CTBs) containing all of the life support system
consumables: 60 days of food and 1100 days of enteral
nutrition; 30 days of emergency water, oxygen, and lithium
hydroxide canisters; and contingency oxygen and nitrogen to
re-pressurize the cabin in case of depressurization.
Equipment spares are also carried in CTBs.

As with the 4-person concept, the majority of food
consumables is provided as liquid enteral nutrition formula.
The crew is provided with two weeks of solid food for each
period of transition into and out of torpor operations, or
sixteen weeks’ worth in total. The quantity of housekeeping
and other habitat consumables is also doubled.

The radiation protection provided by the consumables allows
this area to also serve as a storm shelter during SPEs. Crew
total GCR exposure is significantly reduced because the crew
spends the majority of the mission in torpor within this
protected area.

A new habitat layout was conceived provided sufficient
habitable and total volume for the increased crew size.
Subsystems, equipment, and accommodations were
repackaged into the new volume. The pressure vessel,
structures, and MMOD protection masses were recalculated
based on the new habitat geometry.

The three levels are connected by a central hatch. Three of
the four docking hatches are located in the middle level along
the walls. The fourth docking hatch is location in the upper
level in the center of the ceiling.

The increased number of crew has a significant impact on the
sizing of the ECLSS systems. With larger ECLSS systems,
the power requirements of the habitat are also increased, thus
increasing the mass of the power distribution and thermal
management systems.

A full mass breakdown statement for the 8-crew torporenabled habitat is shown in Table 5.

Summary metrics for the SpaceWorks 8-crew torpor-enabled
habitat are shown in Table 4.
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Table 5. 8-Crew Torpor-Enabled Habitat Mass
Statement
Subsystem
Structures
Docking & Launch Support
MMOD Protection
Power Distribution
Electronics
Thermal Management
Environmental Control
Crew Habitation & Support
EVA Support
Maintenance & Repair
Payload Provisions
Empty Mass
Habitat Outfitting
Maintenance, Repair, & Spares
Payloads & Research
Habitation Consumables
Food Consumables
Outfitting & Consumables
Total

to determine the thickness required in order to achieve the
desired radiation dosage (or reduction).

Mass (kg)
6,683
1,258
760
1,846
526
2,514
1,798
2,586
1,134
393
0
19,500
5,867
3,416
0
6,153
7,320
22,757
42,257

As specific radiation exposure requirements for a Mars
mission have not been identified yet, the reduction range of
interest was varied from 20% to 30%. Additional mission
radiation dosage reductions are achievable but undesirable
due to diminishing returns on radiation protection. This is
partially due to the general ineffectiveness of shielding
against GCR radiation. Figure 7 presents the results of the
radiation study.

Figure 7. Shielding Mass Impact vs. Radiation Exposure
Reduction for Various Implementation Concepts

8. TRADE STUDY ON RADIATION SHIELDING

The two most demanding mass requirements resulted for both
scenarios of the EMC Reference habitat. This is primarily due
to the larger size of the habitat, though the surface area of the
habitat module and the torpor modules is roughly
comparable. The second lightest option is the torpor habitat
fully shielded. This habitat has a smaller surface area than the
EMC design, resulting in less mass for the same percentage
of radiation reduction.

In space there are two predominant types of harmful
radiation: Solar Particle Events (SPE) and Galactic Cosmic
Rays (GCR). While SPE can be very dangerous and harmful
to the crew, it is relatively easy to shield against compared to
GCR radiation.
To examine the potential to reduce the crew’s radiation
exposure, both the EMC Reference habitat and SpaceWorks
Torpor habitat were examined using two different approaches
to apply and integrate parasitic radiation shielding materials.
For the EMC habitat, the first scenario considered covering
the exterior structure completely. The second scenario
examined the EMC habitat with only the crew quarters region
of the habitat covered. For the SpaceWorks Torpor habitat, a
full coverage scenario was examined in addition to only
placing shielding around the crew torpor modules/pods.

The most interesting option however is applying additional
radiation protection over the torpor modules/pod areas only.
Since crew members spend a significant portion of their time
in torpor and the significantly lower surface area to cover
means that there is a much lower mass penalty associated
with reducing their radiation exposure. Additionally, not only
was this shielding approach the lowest mass, but the actual
magnitude of the mass penalty is the only one likely to be
acceptable from a mission sizing/performance perspective.

The radiation effects for this analysis were only considered
for the space segment of the mission, with 600 total days in
space. During this time, a crew member is expected to spend
67% of that time in torpor. This last metric matters when
additional shielding is considered on the torpor pods.

While the benefits of torpor are typically demonstrated in
terms of mass reductions for the entire system via reduced
habitat and propulsion stage size(s), an alternate approach is
to reinvest those savings back into the habitat in order to
improve overall safety (e.g. added redundancy) and/or
improve crew health (e.g. reduce radiation exposure).

In order to understand how the mass of shielding affected the
radiation dosage, different shielding schemes needed to be
considered. The two materials used were aluminum, to
represent the structure, and polyethylene to represent the
consumables on board. The three different benchmark cases
used for each were 5-cm of aluminum with 5-cm of
polyethylene; 5-cm of aluminum with 10-cm of
polyethylene; and 5-cm of aluminum with 15-cm of
polyethylene. From this an empirical formula was developed

9. SUMMARY
This effort provides the latest refinements to the envisioned
approach for implementing the torpor concept for
applications in space. The team methodically worked through
the various challenges that were identified for the concept and
made a number of changes to mitigate any potential issues.
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As such, we believe a sounder and more practical path
forward for the development of ‘space torpor’ has been
established.

[4]

Specific results of the habitat design work performed yielded
the following:
[5]

• For the 4-crew habitat system designs, a remarkable mass
savings of 56% was shown to be achievable against a
comparable non-torpor system design. For the 8-crew
habitat system design, a 20% mass savings was realized
compared to simply using 2 4-crew habitats. However,
this configuration will likely have an associated cost
penalty compared to simply producing two of the 4-crew
habitats concepts

[6]
[7]

[8]

• Various scenarios were investigated to quantify alternate
applications of the mass savings that can be achieved with
torpor. It was documented how the crew’s radiation
exposure levels could be reduced up to 30% with only a
small mass penalty from the application of parasitic
shielding. This was in comparison to mass increases on
the non-torpor habitat that would yield an infeasible
architecture design.

[9]
[10]

The proposed torpor technology uniquely offers a more
sustainable approach to exploration, not merely from a
mission feasibility and cost perspective, but also for system
scalability and sustainability. As humanity will ultimately
desire and need to send ever increasing crew sizes into space,
this technology is capable of supporting the demanding
performance requirements for those missions.

[11]

[12]
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